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Accessory furniture – 76 – Accessory furniture

levi Mirror Contents

Mirror, presentation of beautiful things and storage: levi is all in one and as a design object it 
brings cosiness to the entrance area.

And is open to change. Because the movable mirror offers flexible leeway for individual designs 
and floor space. 

Available in 28 tasteful matt lacquers, levi is also a fashionable option for towels, perfume 
flacon, etc. in the bathroom, guest room and dressing room. Storage is less in focus than the 
design with beautiful solitaire furniture.

Design: Hanne Willmann 

The concept

Collection description

Description   8
Dimensions   9

For price list (PL), see separate 
catalogue
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Accessory furniture – 98 – Accessory furniture

Dimensions
levi

Description
levi

levi brings cosiness to the hallway. And that in two sizes. The 
mirror reflects the light and optically enlarges the entrance 
area.

Round, clearly designed wardrobe knobs in stand in beauti-
ful contrast to the graphic impression. Always kept in the co-
lour of the mirror frame, they create the colourful connection 
between the panel shelf and mirror frame.

levi‘s elegant graphic appearance is the result of the perfect composition of fine rectangles to 
two-sided double frames. Their two heights and depths, together with the two-colour scheme, 
enhance the 3-dimensional look. And with one open and one closed side, an exciting asym-
metry is created.

levi, that is 
- two elements       - mirror + panel
- two frames           - lateral + bottom
- two depths            - mirror lower than panel 
- two heights          - mirror higher than panel
- two colours          - light + dark
- two sides              - open + closed

Mirror with panel board

Dimensions in cm

Illustration with opening on the right

The mirror can be moved by lifting it from the 
panel board

Frame made of 0.6 cm fine HPL

Mirror with panel shelf

Dimensions in cm

Illustration with opening on the right

The mirror can be easily moved thanks to 
the invisible guide rails

Frame made of 0.6 cm fine HPL

Mirror on the panel board  

adjustable by 43.8 cm

90.0

45.0

38.0

55.0

22.8

Mirror on the panel shelf  

movable by 50.6 cm

60.0

130.0

160.0

92.0
29.7




